The CHI Transformation System is an Advanced American Technology system utilizing ceramic heat, negative ions, pure natural silk, and Cationic Hydration Interlink to transform hair from frizzy, curly, wavy, or even coarse straight hair into silky, beautiful, controlled, straighter hair by using the CHI Iron, silk, and negative ions without any harsh chemicals or ammonia. The system contains three different formulas, each with a phase one and phase two, and follows a ten step process to achieve sleek, smooth hair.

CHI Transformation System Includes One of Each:
- CHI Transformation Solution Phase 1 (4 fl. oz.)
- CHI Transformation Bonder Phase 2 (4 fl. oz.)
- CHI Transformation Instruction Sheet

CHI Transformation Solution - Phase 1
- Formula A - For Resistant/Virgin Hair
- Formula B - For Color/Chemically Treated Hair
- Formula C - For Porous/Fine/Highlighted Hair

CHI Transformation Bonder - Phase 2
- Formula A - For Resistant/Virgin Hair
- Formula B - For Color/Chemically Treated Hair
- Formula C - For Porous/Fine/Highlighted Hair